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ABSTRACT 
In the year 913 AH Khan to conquer Khorasan who worked Shirak Shah Ismail to fight 
La'aldvlh Zolghadr, the ruling Sultan Murad Ahoy angular Marathi that he had joined was 
headed Abstain. Symptoms of Safari relations and Abakan from there begins the conquest 
of fog disappointed by the murder of Mohammad Hussain Mirza Abolhassan Khan Shirak 
children Mirza Sultan Hussein Shah Ismail was Barbra. The text is available but the answer 
that Shah Ismail, it is clear that the letter existed. So the beginning of the year 913 AH and 
sent relations between the two Fthnamh Shirak to Shah Ismail. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Shirak Khan Genghis Khan as his ancestor, the power of love and want successive victories that had earned 

enormous power, trying to capture the Iran issue. Another important factor that would stimulate him to occupy 

Iran, religious extremism Shah Ismail was killing Sunnis. Shirak Ismail Khan, age and religion as intolerant and 

cruel at the same time and was bleeding, he knew that his religious duty to fight with Shah Ismail pay to which 

he and other Sunni and Shiite, and innovation through take. On the other hand, that all the states and provinces 

of Iran's Shah Ismail and virgin land was seized and decided to capture Baghdad and Khorasan Sherman 

because generally the Khorasan province of Iran and the center of culture and literature and the cradle of 

prominent figures in addition to that, the shrine of Imam Reza in Mashhad were Shiites and Shah Ismail who 

has a divine mission to promote Shiism knew, could not tolerate the Shiite holy shrine in the Sunni Shirak Khan. 

However, it causes animosity between Shah Ismail and Shirak Khan stated: "Oppression and tyranny Shirak 

Khan conquest by his imagination, passion in opposing Sunni and Miami school by sending troops to loot 

Kerman and write letters horrendous Shirak by Shah Ismail Khan." 

 

Abakan coming to Kerman: 

 Shirak Khan in the late 914 weep for the development of their possessions in plain Passim Sultan, the ruler 

of the area, but took the Kolchak army was defeated and returned to Samarkand. 

 But despite the defeat, in the year 915 AH, of involvement in Sherman Shah Ismail, the side that had been 

used to suppress Sheikh Shah and the army sent to Kerman. 

 Abakan, Sheikh Mohammed, the sheriff of Kerman, killing and looting that had a lot of equipment returned. 

Shirk Ismail Khan, who was determined to fight the domination on the part of present-day Afghanistan, the 

Hazard tribe Knavery was concerned about the large distortion. Because in the mountains of Groh and Ghrjstan 

(now located in the central part of the country) live and the beginning of her conversion to Islam, were Shiites. 

Khan Shirk age of your interest in the neighborhood saw the large Shiite his territory and his focus Shah Ismail 

Shiite opposition's building. He was concerned that his attack on Iran and the Shia Hazards at the time of Shah 

Ismail, create difficulties for him, so after sending the army to Kerman, to them (Millennium Knavery) attacked 

but they face stiff resistance, durability, and From the other side, after hearing the news of the attacks Abakan to 

Kerman Shah Ismail, Zia Quiz Nasrallah Khan sent him with a message to Shirk, that there was no conclusion 

and more Takhtvtaz Abakan to Iran. Local Sheikh Ismail al-Ahmad called for the second time Sheikhzadeh 

Lakhani with a letter sent to Shirk Khan. When Sheikhzadeh Abidjan Abakan Khan was the "first story Abakan 
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Khan said, was why the story of religion and religious insults the companions of it." This shows that the action 

of Shah Ismail in the Shiite Islam as the only religion Sunnis to leave the country and make their religion and 

convert to Shiite and Sunni sect that Shirk Khan and religious buildings, especially insulting and cursing the 

first three Caliphs how to create enmity between the Sunni rulers Iran's neighboring countries contributed. Shah 

Ismail Khan's envoy tried to Shirk the invasion of Iran and "the kings of Iran's Khorasan really Mhrvs·h the 

countries that rule had been satisfied and the countries Transoxiana." But Khan Shirk throughout Khorasan and 

Groan the domination of Dagan and determined to invade and occupy Iran's Shah Ismail, refused his offer of a 

harsh and humiliating as "Ismail Sheriff" by his envoy Hossein Amir Kamaloddin Aboard sent to Shah Ismail. 

He will gallop over. 

 

Shah Ismail went to Khorasan: 

 Shah Ismail after receiving a notice from the text, Kamaloddin Hussein Aboard discharged and to collect 

payment Corps. So as promised, after the New Year Khorasan attack. We ordered the rulers and the rulers and 

the hosts Rayna [Iraq Adam and Arab Iraq, Fars, Kerman, Kurdistan, Lore Stan, Diya Bakr, Aram and 

Azerbaijan in Alan Khan gather. After collecting the army of Shah Ismail, the Sultan and Prince Gorge to the 

warmth and comfort of the pillars of the state, the party was held and all participants gave gold and precious 

Khlthay that the robe of gold and estimated the amount of twenty-three dollars. A plurality of Vlaythayy the 

army sent to fight with Khan Shirk indicate that the strong military Safari Shah Khan Avzbk knowledge and 

according to the Corps has been collected. Shah Ismail, the Sultan went to Ray Soltanieh rhetorical way and 

went from there to the Dagan. Ahmad Sultan, the ruler of that city (Dagan) Shirk Khan was the groom fled and 

news of the attack in Herat Ismail Khan went to Khorasan Shirk. Khawaja Ahmad khongirad ruling Astarabad 

after becoming aware of the approach of Shah Ismail, the Chores rulers fled and Shirk Khan appointees who 

were castles scattered along the way, and the heads of the provinces of Golestan and Khorasan countries, such 

as Babanvzr welcome to come and with great Pyshkshhay Bassam grass before his attention was Shah Ismail 

reached, returned to their homes. Shah Ismail, who was seized without war and bloodshed Damghan and 

Gorgan, arriving at Rum River, some notebook to record and forts and the impossibility of Khorasan, to visit the 

Imam Ali ibn Musa al-Reza (AS), and because it Avzbkan carpet that threshold and looting and plundering their 

gold and silver candlesticks and Chraghdanhay the second star in the night of the eve of Mubarak ordered that 

spread with colorful carpets and candlesticks and Chraghdanhay a lot at night and clear, to the "new 

pilgrimageand Shirk Khan fled to Marvel. 

 

Marv war: 

 Shybk Khan arriving at the castle where Mary to consolidate and those sent to the Bukhara and Transoxania 

Bydkhan and other Khanan and barbaric rulers to enlist help. Shah Ismail after the pilgrimage to Imam Reza 

(AS) was moving toward Mary. Fern was because the people there were in compliance. Where Mohammed 

Ismail Bey Afshar seed as determined by the expeditionary corps and sent to Mary. Shah said: "We shall see 

seed Muhammad again." Shybk Khan and two of his commanders named John Wafa Muhammad Baig Mirza 

and Qnbrbyg seeds sent to disposal. Tahir Abad village two forces faced each other four Merv milestone. After 

the war seed Mehmet Bey Afshar, has been shot and killed one of Avzbkan. However Avzbkan Krdndhm failed 

to escape the castle with the circumstances of the twentieth Shaban Ismail arrived in the year 916 AH Mary 

surrounded the castle. Every day a group of Avzbkan castle came out and paid Ghezelbash battle. Their 

courageous Uzbek attacks were repelled. On the third day siege of the castle Mirza Muhammad himself 

preserved much effort on Avzbkan attack and showed that his shirt was torn and naked to the waist, to his army, 

said, "try to get the name" Six hundred effort to follow all the He was named to the waist and his heart broke 

Corps Avzbk to the gangway and the way the other hand, were killed. The past and the war continued for seven 

days. The daily battles Avzbkan generally defeated and returned to the castle, Shirk Khan refused to send troops 

out of the castle and the castle stood stability. He planned to help to defend their troops after their arrival, close 

to Shah Ismail ways to get food to the army troops and livestock are short of food and feed. Then mobilize all 

forces and collective attacks and ongoing repression of the Shah Ismail and his hosts. Shah Ismail Khan Shybk 

not given the strength of the ramparts and towers of the day and according to the castle, and it was found that 

waiting transoxania divisions and come out of the castle and Shah Ismail also like to see the castle is difficult to 

open and willing that there was any way to fight Khan Shybk forces resorted to trickery and on Wednesday the 

28th of Sha'ban 916 AH, the siege of the castle Kshydv to Mahmoud Abad village in one night and two days 

there went milestone Merv stop a. Some cases occurred in Azerbaijan that we have already been back so we 

moved it. " It's one of the Merv Ghoorchian Thursday and Friday, Shah Ismail, Amir Bey Mahmoud Abad 

Mvslvy keeper of seal with three 300 mounted near the bridge, and ordered him upon seeing the army Avzbk, 

without conflict to flee their. Azaqbal long and ignorance Shybk Ismail Khan ruse was effective Shah Ismail 

Khan Shybk personal pride and pride of past victories had prevented him from foresight, to imagine that in the 

absence of Azerbaijani Shah Ismail and his rebel without stopping to be there went a couple of days out of the 

castle was not prudent to consult with Amra payment. Shah Ismail Khan Shybk high chance of ignorance, 
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deception was effective Shah Ismail Khan Shybk personal pride and pride of past victories had prevented him 

from foresight, to imagine that in the absence of Shah Ismail and his non-stop insurgents in Azerbaijan so far 

will, one or two days out of the castle was not prudent to consult with Amra payment. Avzbk commanders, John 

Wafa Shah Ismail Mirza and Qnbrbyg action to combat cheating and Qnbrbyg knew of Shybk Khan requested 

that the castle should stay a few more days to Abid Khan and kings to join us. Shybk Khan proudly insult to him 

and said you afraid Ghezelbash. Qnbrbyg regret his statements. The Mongol Khan Shybk woman women started 

talking, and then blame the commanders said, "You are a king Ismail, he did want war, and he was Marv remote 

and the soil honor you on your head and Pashydyd Nrftyd out of town.” 

 Shybk Khan, who was driven from his remarks on Friday 30 Sha'ban 916 AH and his troops came out of 

the castle. Amir Khan Mvslv see Abakan influx of Shah Ismail as directed by pretending to escape fled to the 

camp of the king joined the Brabrkhan Avzbk. Shirk Khan Amir Khan happy little force was fleeing and was 

hoping to win and grab the black water passed. After crossing the bridge Abakan Mahmoud Abad, Shah Ismail, 

Amir Khan Molson sent to destroy the bridge. Shirak Mahmoud Abad village near Khan when he was surprised 

to see the army of Shah Ismail and trapped. Because the war was not averse Khawaja Mahmoud Saghrachy 

summoned his secretary and told him to keep the life of Mirza and Qnbrbyg and encourage them to war. When 

they heard the anger in his message Shirk Khan (Shirk Khan) Nasser Khan said and stated that say: "Our army 

and people associated Ghezelbash very Prva we do not prevail over them. Alas, advice Dolatkhah refused to 

vote for their mistakes and we have to die, and his contractors and wife and children captive Ghezelbash 

Avzbgyh to build with. Then Shirk Khan military deployment. Guard your heart and wings instead of John 

fulfilled his Qnbrbyg Mirza. Shah Ismail and left his army commanders also known as Mir II and Be rami Big 

Romany and Chaya Astral and Dave Sultan Abdel Sultan Rumble and Hussein and Big grinder and Zenial Deed 

Sultan Khan Shampoo and eggplant Rumlu back and forth along the Black Water (swamp) was employed to 

hunt quail. The two forces fought Marv Mahmoud Abad. Abakan boldly attacked at the beginning of the life of 

faith Mirza and Qnbrbyg wing (left and right) in the collapsed Ghezelbash. 

 

As a result of the war: 

 Shah Ismail, the situation deteriorated vision, stop hunting quail and falcon hunting was in his hand and put 

it disappear from the sky and ask God, merciful and compassionate, and his victory Brmkhalfan attacked. 

 Ghezelbash see Shah Ismail in the arena, bold Abakan Corps attacked and broke them scrambled. Qnbrbyg 

VA famyirza Cup arrested and killed on the orders of Shah Ismail. Shirk Khan, who fled with her five hundred 

attendants and were among four walls, it took refuge. Sultan Told Ghezelbash out with a number of them were 

surrounded and started shooting. Due to the large number of Abakan and space and fear of beams, on the other, 

many of whom were under the hands and feet together, and horses died. And others to Ghezelbash was killed. 

Among the dead on the orders of Shah Ismail Khan Shirk body search and was smothered under attack Abakan 

without "wounding and injury" was found to be among them. Ghezelbash cut off his head and brought the Shah 

Ismail. And the orders of her scalp and skull dug a Khan Shirk him with gold and precious gem jeweler and 

drank wine in the house. 

 Shirk Khan sixty-one years old and eleven years old at the death of his reign and Milks Transoxiana - fence 

happy - Khorasan - Badakhshan. 
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